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URGENT 11-25-63 1:00 AM EMM
TO DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC'S, DALLAS, LOS ANGELES AND NEW YORK
NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON
FROM SAC, CHICAGO /44-NEW/ /3P/
JACK LEON RUBY, AKA., LEE HARVEY OSWALD DASH VICTIM.
CIVIL RIGHTS

RE LOS ANGELES TEL ENTITLED ASSASSINATION OF
PRESIDENT KENNEDY, NOVEMBER TWENTYTWO LAST, DALLAS, TEXAS,
THIS DATE.

FOR INFORMATION NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES IN RECEIPT OF
ANONYMOUS CALL ELEVEN TWENTYFOUR INSTANT ADVISING JACK
RUBY AKA JACOB ROSENBERG, KILLER OF LEE OSWALD, WAS
CLOSER ASSOCIATED WITH MORRIS ADELMAN, A QUOTE NOTORIOUS
CP ORGANIZER IN CHICAGO AREA DURING WORLD WAR TWO UNQUOTE
AND ALLEGED THAT ADELMAN WAS LAST IN LOS ANGELES AND THE
DALLAS, FORTH WORTH AND SAN ANTONIO AREAS. LOS ANGELES
HAD NO IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION.

CHICAGO INDICES NEGATIVE RE MORRIS ADELMAN, REPORTEDLY
NOTORIOUS CP ORGANIZER. ONLY REFERENCE ON ONE MORRIS
ADELMAN, FOUR FOUR FOUR FIVE NORTH LAWNDALE, CHICAGO, AS
A SIGNER OF STOCKHOLM PEACE PETITION IN NINETEEN FIFTY.
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SOURCE OF THIS INFORMATION WAS FORMER CG FIVE SEVEN SEVEN SEVEN DASH S, WHO HAD ACCESS TO A. P. C. RECORDS AND UNACQUAINTED WITH ADELMAN.

CHICAGO PHONE DIRECTORY REFLECTS CURRENT ADDRESS FOR ONE MORRIS G. ADELMAN RESIDING THREE THREE NINE ZERO WEST HOLLYWOOD, CHICAGO.

CG FIVE SIX ZERO NINE DASH S, CG FIVE NINE ZERO EIGHT DASH S, FORMER CG FIVE THREE SEVEN THREE DASH S, FORMER CG FIVE ZERO FOUR TWO DASH S, AND FORMER CG FIVE NINE ONE TWO DASH S, ALL MEMBERS OF THE CP IN THE CHICAGO AREA DURING THE NINETEEN THIRTIES AND OR FORTY-S, COULD FURNISH NO INFORMATION REGARDING A FUNCTIONARY NAMED ADELMAN OR ANY VARIATIONS OF THIS NAME. CHICAGO INDICIES CHECKED UNDER VARIATIONS OF NAME UNDER EDELMAN, ADALMAN, ANDELMAN, ANDLEMAN, NEGATIVELY.

CHICAGO INDICES REFLECT FILE FOR ONE MILDRED MC ADORY EDELMAN, WHICH REFERS TO A REPORT OF SA PATRICK J. STOKES, DATED TEN TWELVE SIXTY ONE AT NEW YORK. ANONYMOUS CALLER
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